EDUCATIONAL APPS by Kevin Bradford

Pre-K and Kindergarten Games –
- Shapes and Colors
- Letters
- Counting
- Memory
- Alphabet
- Addition
- Puzzles
- Spelling
- Subtraction
- Positions
- Nouns and Verbs
- Countdown

First Grade Learning Games –
-Patterns
-Ordering
-Word Bingo
-Compound Words
-Advanced Counting
-Add and Subtract
-Contractions
-Spelling
-Fractions
-Verbs, Nouns, Adjectives
-Compare Numbers
-Sight Words

Second Grade Learning Games Odd/Even Numbers
Greater and Less Than
Place Values (Ones, Tens, Hundreds,
Thousands)
Alphabetical Order
Spelling
Telling Time
Multiplication
Positive/Negative Numbers
Verbs, Nouns, and Adjectives
Punctuation
Counting Money
Synonyms and Antonyms

Third Grade Learning Games –
Decimals and Fractions: Convert from decimals to fractions, and back
* Multiplication: Word problems, solve for x problems, and more
* Geometry: Perimeter, area, and different types of angles
* Measurement: Measure length, volume, temperature, and time
* Division: Basic division and word problems
* Sentence Jumble: Help with reading compression and grammar
* Parts of Speech: Adverbs, pronouns, prepositions, adjectives, nouns, and verbs
* Syllables: Sound out words to figure out how many syllables they have
* Grammar and Tense: Learn the difference between past, present, and future tense

Fourth Grade Learning Games –
* Fractions and Math - Compare, add, subtract, and multiply fractions
* Word Problems - Multi-step word problems using addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division
* Angles and Geometry - Use a protractor and learn about different types of angles
* Graphs and Grids - Read a variety of graphs and use coordinates to plot points
* Patterns - Fill in missing values, identify number growths, and time increments
* Missing Vowels - Use missing vowels to complete words
* Spelling - Spell hundreds of different words
* Punctuation and Grammar - Fix sentences by dragging the correct punctuation
* Synonyms and Antonyms - Identify different words that mean the same or opposite
* Homophones - Learn about words that sound the same, but have different meanings

Fifth Grade Learning Games –
* Fractions - Number Lines, Multiply Fractions, Numerator/Denominator
* Order of Operations - Solve equations using the correct order
* Measure and Volume - Time, metric conversion, and calculating volume
* Exponents - Find value, convert to exponents, and scientific notation
* Pre-Algebra - Solve for x using add, subtract, divide, and multiply
* Root Words - Learn the meaning of Greek and Latin root words
* Spelling - Hundreds of spelling words of varying degrees
* Sentence Types - Run-on, incomplete, and a variety of other sentence types
* Reading - Read articles and answer questions
* Multiple Meanings - Use context to determine the correct word

Other popular games available to the children of Open Door through Amazon:
Kids Measurement Science – Length, Weight, Time and Money Games
Infinut Software, Inc.
Math Bingo
ABCya.com
How to Draw
Drawmate
Origami Tutorial
Developer
Kids Music Piano
Santos Apps
Math Run
Animoca

